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Behaviour Policy Procedures 

 

The development of positive social, emotional and learning behaviours is at the heart of our behaviour 

procedures and approaches.  

 

As a THRIVE school we use our understanding of social and emotional development and learning 

within all our approaches to behaviour.  

 

Our expectations, the rules that underpin them, rewards and sanctions around behaviour are revisited, 

reviewed at regular intervals and agreed by all. This offers containment and safety. 

 

UNICEF Rights Respecting: 

 We have the right to be educated and the responsibility to reach our own potential as well as 

supporting others to reach theirs. 

 We have the right to be adequately fed and the responsibility not to waste food. 

 We have the right to a clean classroom and the responsibility to look after it, putting things 

away.  

 We have the right to be respected and cared for and the responsibility to respect and care for 

others. 

 We have the right to be heard and the responsibility to listen to others. 

  

Our agreements are expressed positively. Pupils spend an appropriate amount of time exploring what 

the expectations mean through a variety of ways e.g. Circle Time, corridor conferencing, drama, dance, 

art etc.  

 

The revisiting of our expectations and agreements regularly is vital for them to remain important and 

relevant.  

 

All adults work in partnership to model, reinforce and support our expectations.  

 

THRIVE is used to inform our understanding of social and emotional learning in a way that is 

developmentally and age appropriate.  

 

Adults act as co-regulators; develop pupil’s insight and language of sensations and emotions, building 

understanding of self within a community based on inclusion and tolerance.  

 

Social times, such as play and lunchtimes are an important part of our school provision with the 

following aims:  

 To develop social skills;  

 To have the opportunity to interact, build tolerance and inclusion;  

 For the enjoyment of positive play;  

 To be healthy – to have fresh air, exercise and the opportunity to relax  

 For the opportunity to explore and play with adults and peers in a less structured, positive 

environment  
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Our positive approaches to behaviour involve us ‘noticing’ good choices, being explicit in descriptive 

praise and providing reward as reinforcement. THRIVE, SEAL and the programmes of study in PSHE all 

provide example of skills and vocabulary for adult to use to encourage learning in this way.  

 

Reward encompasses smiles, descriptive, verbal praise, adult attention, stickers, all of the same with 

feedback through written marking, or house points, responsibilities etc.  

 

Positive reinforcement is a constant part of our provision, offered through adult attention, verbal 

praise, stickers and through inter-house point system.  

 

Individual classes use rewards and house points, along with class agreements about how special time, 

responsibilities and other reinforcements might be used.  

 

When a reward – or any praise - is given as a reward, adults are reminded to give explicit reasons and 

consider the powerful message provided through language used.  

 

Children collect house points for: 

 Improved work 

 Exceptional effort 

 Outstanding work 

 Consistently good work 

 Helpfulness 

 Good conduct 

 

 After collecting 25 house points the child gets a special certificate and a bronze award.  

 After 50 house points they receive a certificate and a silver award.  

 After 100 house points they receive a certificate & a gold award.  

 After 150 house points they receive a certificate & a sapphire award.  

 After 200 house points they receive a certificate & a ruby award.  

 After 250 house points they receive a certificate & a diamond award.  

 

Parents & carers are invited into school to see their child be presented with their house point certificate 

to reinforce our partnership with parents and provide an opportunity for them to note and join in 

with praise.  

 

Social learning is encouraged by pupils having the opportunity to praise each other. Peer praise is very 

meaningful for pupils. Older children acting as role models, for example, as ‘Peer Mentors” or 

“Buddies” encourages positive interactions and aspirations.  

 

Celebration Assemblies involve positive praise and celebration, with each teacher giving explicit praise, 

along with celebrations such as SEAL Learner of the Week, to pupils with a specific focus e.g. showing 

perseverance. As a SEAL school we recognise that social & emotional aspects of learning are equal to 

academic & sporting achievements. 

 

Recognising the importance of positive comments, respectful interactions and our role as models to the 

children, the school expects all adults - staff, parents and Governors - to employ this in our 

relationships with each other, as well as with our pupils.  
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Consequences & Sanctions 

 

Caister Junior School aims for the highest standards in all aspects of school life.  The behaviour policy is 

designed to encourage good behaviour in all children and to support and encourage children who find 

it difficult to work and play with others.  These procedures aim to maintain good behaviour for the 

majority of the children but also to outline unacceptable behaviour and the consequences involved. 

Within our positive approaches we recognise that there may be times when a pupil might make a 

negative choice and a consequence must follow. This might be a deliberate choice, or an overwhelming 

impulse which results in an impact on others.  

 

Our aim is to give support and opportunities for children to change their choice and show how they 

have learned. However, after appropriate support, if they show no willingness to do so, then a 

consequence will follow.  

 

Our school feels calm and safe when all adults hold consistent boundaries.  

 

Where a need has been identified the school will put steps in place to scaffold a pupil who is at risk of 

not being able to manage their choices appropriately. Suitable areas within school (e.g. SEALIFE or 

Thrive) might be used to provide calm transitions, offer strategies and manage ongoing action plans.  

 

General expectations for behaviour in school: 

 Being polite to any person they meet 

 Being helpful 

 Acting safely inside and outside the building 

 Respecting one’s own and other people’s property 

 Not deliberately upsetting or hurting other pupils 

 Showing respect for pupils and adults 

 

Within the classroom: 

 Children are expected to try their best 

 Making mistakes is ok as long as we learn from them 

 Having pride in both one’s own achievements and that of others 

 Positively contributing to lessons  

 Behaving in a way that supports harmonious learning for the pupil and other pupils 

 

Outline of approach 

 

All children are part of the behaviour policy and procedures.  Those who are behaving well are 

considered to be at Level 0.  This is to be the aim for all pupils.  There are levels of increasing concern.  

Level 4 is the most serious within school, beyond this, pupils will be permanently excluded (Level 5).  

Parents will be formally contacted at all levels (by either text, phone call or direct conversation.  The 

whole level system is reviewed every 4 weeks (in the case of level 2, 3 and 4) and ½ termly for level 1. 

A register of these movements is maintained. Target cards are retained in pupils’ individual files. 
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A more detailed view 

Recognising good behaviour and reacting to it. 

 

Different areas of the school and examples of 

appropriate behaviour which staff can influence: 

Some examples of ways in which staff can 

encourage positive behaviour: 

In the classroom: Sitting safely, putting hands up 

to answer, working to the required noise level, 

listening when others are talking, respecting 

property belonging to self, others and the school, 

showing initiative. 

We will encourage good behaviour by 

commenting on correct behaviour not focusing 

on poor behaviour.   

We will reward consistent good behaviour.  We 

will encourage good manners.   

We will celebrate good work.   

 

Positive management involves giving instructions 

with thank you at the end rather than asking a 

question. 

 Owning agreed class rules – praise for 

making the right choices 

 Discussing good and bad behaviours 

 Discussing consequences 

 Understanding ‘do as you would be done’ 

in a variety of contexts  

 Stickers/House points/ Small 

certificates/personal rewards 

charts/dojos/raffle tickets/table 

points/marbles in a jar etc. 

 Good work assembly presentations 

 Text or phone call home/ note in 

diary/postcards home 

 Classroom jobs for the day – TA/teacher 

monitor 

 Modelling behaviour between staff 

 House point sheet on board. 

 Student of the week 

 

On the playground: Playing in the correct areas-

quiet, running, ball games.  Playing with each 

other, taking care of each other, responding 

positively to all adults. Showing kindness. 

 Reminding children of correct areas 

 All adults can give house points and 

certificates. 

 Regular praise 

 Helping with a game 

 Give stickers 

 Play equipment 

 House points 

 Play leaders – organised activities/ range 

of equipment 

In the building: Walking throughout the building, 

sticking to the left hand side, showing table 

manners, using resources appropriately and 

storing them/ replacing them tidily, wearing 

correct uniform.  

 Stickers 

 Posters 

 Adults will publicly praise children when 

they show manners and courtesy to 

others. 

 ‘Top Table’ in dining hall for chosen 

students who display good table manners 

etc. – a table decorated with table cloth 

and treats. Invite sent out and certificate 

given at end  - adult on table 

Outside of school: Using the internet and social 

media (including Xbox live/PSN) responsibly, not 

upsetting other pupils on the way to and from 

school, to act appropriately on school 

visits/residentials. 

 School assemblies 

 Working during PSHE 

 Internet safety day 
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The Behaviour Procedure in Action: 

The levels of behaviour and examples of behaviour and actions within: 

 

Level 0:  Pupils are behaving appropriately Continue to praise and reward. 

 

Level 1: General ‘low level’ rule breaking 

(examples on record sheet in red folder). 

 

Only reached after normal behaviour 

management techniques and control used, and no 

change in behaviour or attitude shown. Child 

warned that behaviour will lead to Level 1 being 

reached. 

Parents contacted by class teacher. 

Monitored by teacher/support.   

Verbal warnings, talking to children prior to them 

leaving a session, Time Out with work. Contact 

with parents/carers by text if behaviour continues 

to worsen, possibly leading towards level 2. It is 

not expected that children will remain on level 1 

for more than half a term unless exceptional 

circumstances exist, and no less than 2 weeks. 

Contact with parents/carers when back to Level 0 

Review half termly.  Target to level 0. 

Level 2: Actions at Level 1 do not produce 

improvement.  Behaviour remains ‘low level’ but 

persistent. 

Parents contacted via telephone by class teacher. 

Child has target card as a reminder. 

Actions may include:  

Verbal reminders 

Using year group colleague for 10 mins or so 

Target cards are reviewed daily by a Senior 

member of teaching staff depending on individual 

needs 

Review 4 weekly: Target to level 1.   

Continue at L2 or teacher sees parents in person 

and child moves to Level 3. 

Level 3: Behaviour now is regarded as deliberate 

and repeated disregard for school expectations. It 

can include bullying, physical aggression, 

deliberate disruption, disregarding the feelings of 

others, pretending to run away, hiding within 

school, insulting adults and continued L2 

behaviour. 

Fixed Term Exclusion or internal exclusion is a real 

possibility. 

Level 3 is also used when pupils are returning 

from a higher level or for seriously significant 

incidents. 

The Head teacher or a member of the SLT will 

make direct contact with parents/carers. 

Actions may include: Child sees the HT/ AHT at 

several points during each school day.  

Children failing to have their target card either: 

filled in, signed by SLT or receiving ‘sads’ will miss 

15 minutes from the next play-time or lunch 

break. 

Time out for rest of lesson with work. 

Work in another year group for agreed time.   

Individual behaviour plan/differentiated 

timetable. 

Internal exclusion/Fixed term exclusion. 

Target cards are reviewed daily by a HT/AHT 

depending on individual needs 

Review 4 weekly: Target to level 2. 

Continue at L3 or Head/AHT sees parents and 

child moves to Level 4 as child will have received 

a Fixed Term Exclusion. 

Level 4: Behaviour is now persistently bad.  Pupil 

has received fixed term exclusion and not reacted 

sufficiently positively to go to level 3 at review. 

Behaviour includes running away, repeated bad 

language directly at adults, physical aggression to 

adults, disregarding repeated instructions.  

Repeated level 3 behaviour. 

Parents will have received a letter and will have 

been spoken to by Head/AHT. 

Pupil will see Head on a regular basis (as level 3).  

An individual behaviour plan will exist. 

 

Level 5: There has been repeated level 4 

behaviour and a number of fixed term 

exclusions/internal exclusions.  A clear warning 

Permanent Exclusion or 

Possibly a Managed Move 
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will have been given to both pupil and parents 

and consequences explained. 

 

General Advice: 

 Use positive behaviour management using thank you rather than questions when specific action is 

required. 

 Deal with the issue not the secondary behaviour.  Only deal once calm down has been achieved.  

Remind children they can use ‘Time Out’ areas.   

 Adults remain calm.  Make sure child gets positive feedback about something else so that relationship 

and self esteem can be maintained. 

 

Physical Control: 

‘Members of staff have the power to use reasonable force to prevent pupils committing an offence, 

injuring themselves or others, or damaging property, and to maintain good order and discipline in the 

classroom.’ (Behaviour and discipline in schools - DfE) However, Caister Junior School always considers 

physical control as a ‘last resort’ and must always be within the guidance set out in the DfE document, 

Use of Reasonable Force – advice for Head teachers, staff and governing bodies. De-escalation 

techniques are used whenever possible to avoid physical control.  

 

Restraint: 

A number of staff members are trained to use ‘safe handling’ techniques according to Norfolk Step On 

and Norfolk Step Up principles. Adults are never alone when this occurs and always follows a period 

of de-escalation. When any form of restraint has been used, the relevant form is completed and passed 

to the Head teacher. 

 

 

Outdoor Time: 

Children making wrong choices will be given a warning by an adult and made aware of inappropriate 

behaviour for school. If the negative behaviour continues then 15 minutes of thinking time will then 

occur during the following lunch time.  

 

Persistent wrong choices outside will result in the first 15 minutes of their next lunch time (a normal 

lunch for children is 50 minutes) spent inside with an adult. Those children will consider their choices 

with a teacher, thinking about what behaviour they ‘should’ have demonstrated.  

 

Learning Time: 

During any sessions of learning, children are required to demonstrate ‘good choices’. Any child who 

interupts the learning for the class, or themselves, will be given a verbal warning. Any child who 

continues to disturb learning time will then be reminded of the class consequences. If a child continues 

past this point then the adult leading the learning session will then apply appropriate sanctions to that 

pupil.  

 

Continuity & Consistency 

If a pupil makes poor choices in lessons, this information MUST be passed onto their next teacher.   

 

  

At Every Stage we will Maintain Close Communication with Parents and Carers.  

 

If a child deliberately commits any of the following they may be given an immediate Level 4/Fixed 

Term or Level 5/Permanent Exclusion:  

 Physical assault against a pupil  

 Physical assault against an adult  

 Verbal abuse / threatening behaviour against a pupil  

 Verbal abuse / threatening behaviour against an adult  
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 Bullying  

 Damage  

 Sexual misconduct  

 Theft  

 Persistent disruptive behaviour  

 

Fixed Term Exclusions may be either internal, where we require the child to be in school but learn 

away from other pupils, or external, where we require the pupil to undertake their learning off site. 

Following exclusion the pupil and parents will be called to a meeting in school to agree a Pastoral 

Support Plan and set a review date.  

 

Parents are always informed by standard letter if a Fixed Term Exclusion has been given.  

 

Every new academic year begins with a clean sheet, so pupils have the opportunity to manage their 

choices with improved strategies. 

 

Throughout all our responses to behaviour we recognise that our partnership with parents and carers 

plays a vital role in ensuring good outcomes for pupils. We will work, wherever possible, in agreement 

and consult fully on actions and next steps.  

 

Where any pupil requires a consequence from Level 2 onwards, these will be recorded and monitored 

by the Pastoral team, leaders and Governors in an ongoing programme in order to develop the 

school’s response and future support.  

 

Monitoring and Evaluation 

 

A behaviour review will take place at least annually to scrutinise the effectiveness of the school’s 

approaches.  

 

The governing body will evaluate the impact of this policy by receiving data from the Head teacher: 

 Number of fixed term exclusions and internal exclusions. 

 Pupils receiving outside agency support for behaviour issues 

 Prior to review of the policy, feedback will be sought from school council discussion, staff and 

parents on the effectiveness of the policy. 

 

 

Equal Opportunities Statement 

Our policy aims to respond to the diversity of children’s cultures, faiths and family backgrounds. This 

policy should be read in conjunction with other key policy documents such as Teaching and Learning, 

PSHE and SEND. 

 

 

Full guidance from the DfES (2013) can be found at:   

https://www.gov.uk/schools-colleges/behaviour-attendance  

 

 

Date of last review 

May 2019 

 

Date of next review 

September 2020 
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